**ABSTRACT**

A power steering system includes a gain module that generates an estimated driver torque, and a blending module for determining a blend value. The blend value is based at least in part on a derivative of the estimated driver torque, and the blend value is applied to a return torque of a handwheel.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a control system for an electric power steering system, and more particularly to a control system for estimating a driver torque based on a model based estimation and for disabling controlled velocity return.

An electric power steering (EPS) system may employ a torque sensor located between a steering column and a rack and pinion assembly. The torque sensor can measure the torque applied at the pinion and also serve as an approximation of the input torque applied to the steering wheel by the vehicle operator (e.g. driver). The output of the torque sensor may be used in calculations to determine an amount of assist torque provided by the motor.

Although the torque sensor can approximate the driver torque during steady state operations, the torque sensor measurement typically deviates from the driver torque during dynamic transients or during large rack force disturbances, such as when a driver releases the steering wheel, or when a driver subjects the vehicle to driving on a bumpy road, for example. A driver torque sensor can be added on the steering wheel to allow for an accurate measurement at an increased cost. Accordingly, it is desirable to accurately estimate a driver torque in electric power steering systems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In one embodiment, a power steering system comprises a gain module that generates an estimated driver torque, and a blending module for determining a blend value, the blend value is based at least in part on a derivative of the estimated driver torque, the blend value is applied to a return torque of a handwheel.

In another embodiment, a method for controlling a power steering system comprises generating an estimated driver torque, and determining a blend value, the blend value is based at least in part on a derivative of the estimated driver torque, the blend value is applied to a return torque of a handwheel.

These and other advantages and features will become more apparent from the following description taken in conjunction with the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The subject matter which is regarded as the invention is particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the claims at the conclusion of the specification. The foregoing and other features, and advantages of the invention are apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a functional block diagram illustrating a vehicle including a steering system in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a driver torque estimation module in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 illustrates a dataflow diagram of the driver torque estimation module in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 illustrates a dataflow diagram of an estimated driver torque applied to a steering controller in a feedforward return function in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 illustrates a dataflow diagram of the estimated driver torque in a controlled velocity function in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 6 illustrates a dataflow diagram of the driver torque estimation module implemented in an automated driver assistance system in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 7 illustrates a dataflow diagram of the driver torque estimation module in an automated driver assistance system in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 8 illustrates a dataflow diagram of the torque assist generation module in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 9 illustrates a dataflow diagram of the blending module applied to the estimated driver torque in a controlled velocity function in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 10 illustrates a dataflow diagram of the blending module in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 11 illustrates the blending module applied to a feedforward return function in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring now to the Figures, where the invention will be described with reference to specific embodiments, without limiting same, an exemplary embodiment of a vehicle 10 including a steering system 12 is illustrated. In various embodiments, the steering system 12 includes a handwheel 14 coupled to a steering shaft 16. In the exemplary embodiment shown, the steering system 12 is an electric power steering (EPS) system that further includes a steering assist unit 18 that couples to the steering shaft 16 of the steering system 12 and to a left tie rod 20 and a right tie rod 22 of the vehicle 10. It should be noted that the steering system 12 may be a rack assist EPS (REPS) as well. The steering assist unit 18 includes, for example, a rack and pinion steering mechanism (not shown) that may be coupled through the steering shaft 16 to a steering actuator motor and gearing. During operation, as the handwheel 14 is turned by a vehicle operator, the motor of the steering assist unit 18 provides the assistance to move the left tie rod 20 and the right tie rod 22 which in turn moves left and right steering knuckles 24, 26, respectively. The left knuckle 24 is coupled to a left roadway wheel 28, and the right knuckle 26 is coupled to a right roadway wheel 30 of the vehicle 10.

As shown in FIG. 1, the vehicle 10 further includes various sensors 31-34 that detect and measure signals of the steering system 12 and/or of the vehicle 10. The sensors generate sensor signals based on the measured signals. In one embodiment, a torque sensor 31 is provided for sensing a torque placed on the handwheel 14. In the exemplary
embodiment as shown, the torque sensor 31 is placed on the handwheel 14. In one embodiment, the motor position/velocity sensor 32 senses motor position and/or velocity, and the handwheel position/velocity sensor 33 senses handwheel position and/or velocity. In addition, the vehicle 10 may include a wheel speed sensor 34 to assist in measuring vehicle speed. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, a single wheel speed sensor 34 is attached near a rear wheel of the vehicle 10. Although a single wheel speed sensor 34 is shown in FIG. 1, a plurality of wheel speed sensors may also be included. The wheel speed sensor 34 may be located on a transmission case and be driven by an output gear of a transmission of the vehicle 10.

A control module 50 controls the operation of the steering system 12 based on one or more of the sensor signals and further based on the steering control systems and methods of the present disclosure. In one embodiment, the control module 50 includes a driver torque estimation module 60. The driver torque estimation module 60 receives input signals that are measured signals of the EPS system. The driver torque estimation module 60 may estimate a driver torque based on the input signals received from a plurality of sensors, for example. The input signals can include but are not limited to a motor command, a t-bar torque signal as measured by the torque sensor 31 on the pinion or handwheel 14, a motor position signal and a motor velocity signal.

FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of a driver torque estimation module 60 of the control module 50 of FIG. 1. In various embodiments, the control module 50 can include one or more sub-modules and datastores. As used herein the terms module and sub-module refer to an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), an electronic circuit, a processor (shared, dedicated, or group) and memory that executes one or more software or firmware programs, a combinational logic circuit, or other suitable components that provide the described functionality. As can be appreciated, the module shown in FIG. 2 may be further partitioned.

Inputs to the control module 50 may be generated from the torque sensor 31 (FIG. 1) of the vehicle 10 (FIG. 1) as well as the motor position/velocity sensor 32. In addition, the inputs may be received from other control modules (not shown) within the vehicle 10 (FIG. 1), and may be modeled or predefined. Alternatively, the control module 50 may receive handwheel position/velocity signals from the handwheel position/velocity sensor 33. The handwheel position/velocity signals are scaled to motor coordinates, instead of these signals being directly provided by motor position/velocity sensor 32.

In FIG. 2, the driver torque estimation module 60 receives a plurality of input signals. In some embodiments, the input signals include a motor command, a t-bar torque signal as measured by a torque sensor, for example, a motor position signal and a motor velocity signal. The torque sensor providing the t-bar torque signal may be located on the pinion or close to a steering column. In some embodiments, the t-bar torque signal is measured from a torsion bar on the handwheel. However, it is contemplated and understood that t-bar torque signal may be generated from any type of torque sensor.

The input signals are typically scaled in the handwheel coordinate, as some of the signals may have been originally provided in a motor coordinate by respective sensors. In some embodiments, the input signals are scaled into the handwheel coordinate by a mechanical ratio N and gear efficiency ϵ. Alternatively or additionally, the input signals provided to the driver torque estimation module 60 can include a reference motor current signal, a measured motor current signal, a measured handwheel position, measured handwheel velocity, and a calculated motor torque, among other signals.

The measured input signals are used by the driver torque estimation module 60 to determine an estimated driver torque signal. The estimated driver torque signal can be used by the power steering system for further compensation of the handwheel and the EPS. In some embodiments, a three-mass mechanical model of the EPS system can be stored in the driver torque estimation module 60. The three-mass mechanical model can be used to represent system dynamics in the determination of the driver torque estimation. A three-mass EPS mechanical model is described in SAE 1999-01-0399, Badawy et al., Modeling and Analysis of an Electric Power Steering System, which is incorporated by reference herein. However, other mass models (e.g. one mass model, two mass model, ten mass model, etc.) may be used by the driver torque estimation module 60 in the estimation of the driver torque. The driver torque observer may use the mechanical model to determine the driver torque estimation based on the input signals. In some embodiments, the three mass model may take into account rack inertia, handwheel inertia, and motor inertia, among other factors. The mechanical model can be represented by a state space model based on the following state space equations:

\[ \dot{x}(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) \]  
\[ y(t) = Cx(t) \]

In Equation 1, u(t) is an input vector as a function of motor torque, x(t) is an extended state vector as a function of handwheel position, handwheel velocity, motor position, motor velocity, rack position, rack velocity, driver torque. In Equation 2, y(t) is an output vector as a function of handwheel torque, motor position, and motor velocity. A, B, and C are matrices of the state space equations.

The driver torque estimation module 60 estimates non-measured states of the EPS system. In some embodiments, the driver torque estimation module 60 can use an extended state vector that includes an estimated driver torque state. The driver torque estimation module 60 is shown in more detail in FIG. 3.

FIG. 3 illustrates the driver torque estimation module 60 in accordance with one embodiment of the invention. The driver torque estimation module 60 analyzes the received input signals to calculate an estimated driver torque. The estimated driver torque may closely approximate an actual driver torque due to the algorithms employed by the driver torque estimation module 60.

In operation, a motor torque may be applied to an EPS system 62 by a permanent magnet synchronous motor. The EPS system 62 may be subject to a disturbance, including but not limited to, road jarring or a release of the handwheel by a driver during a steering operation. Accordingly, the actual driver torque acting on the EPS system may be affected by the disturbance. The actual driver torque acting on the EPS system 62 may be measured by sensor modules 64, which may include any number of sensors including the sensors shown in FIG. 1. The sensor modules 64 may analyze an actual state vector that includes the actual driver torque to determine a handwheel position, motor position and motor velocity of the EPS system. 1-bar torque is also received and analyzed by
the sensor modules 64. The driver torque estimation module 60 receives the handwheel position, t-bar torque, motor position and motor velocity from the sensor modules 64. In one embodiment, the sensor modules 64 output the received signals that can be represented as an output vector, but other representations are possible. As described in more detail below, the output vector is analyzed by an error module 66 of the driver torque estimation module 60.

The error module 66 receives the output vector and an estimated output vector as inputs. The error module 66 calculates an error signal that represents a difference between the output vector and the estimated output vector. The estimated output vector may represent selected estimated sensor signals, where the output vector may represent the actual signals provided by the sensor modules 64. The error signal is sent to the scaling module 70, which calculates a feedback correction signal.

In operation, the scaling module 70 scales the error signal to generate the feedback correction signal. In one embodiment, the feedback correction signal represents errors between measured and estimated values of handwheel torque, motor position, and motor velocity signals that have been scaled. To generate the feedback correction signal, the scaling module 70 multiplies the error signal by an observer gain value. The observer gain value may be a matrix designed at least in part using steady-state Kalman filtering or pole-placement method, as described by Gene F. Franklin, J. David Powell, and Abbas Emami-Naeini, “Feedback control of dynamics systems.” Prentice Hall Inc. (2006); Gene F. Franklin, J. David Powell, and Michael L. Workman, Digital control of dynamic systems. Vol. 3. Menlo Park: Addison-Wesley, 1998, both of which are incorporated by reference herein.

The feedback correction signal generated by the scaling module 70 reduces the difference of the estimated output vector and the output vector by driving the error signal to approach zero.

In part, by allowing the feedback correction signal to approximate a zero error signal (e.g. zero value), the driver torque estimation module 60 estimates a driver torque that tracks the actual driver torque. The estimation of the driver torque is determined without an additional sensor specifically to measure the driver torque.

The feedback correction signal is sent to the extended state vector estimation module 68. The extended state vector estimation module 68 generates an extended state vector estimate.

In addition to receiving the output vector from the sensor modules 64, the driver torque estimation module 60 receives the motor torque command. In some embodiments, the motor torque command may be received by the state vector estimation module 68 of the driver torque estimation module 60.

The extended state vector estimation module 68 applies the motor torque command to a set of extended state space equations, which in one embodiment can include the equations described in equations 1 and 2. The extended state vector estimation module 68 further applies a feedback correction signal estimated by the scaling module 70 to the extended state space equation, thereby generating the extended state vector estimate. The extended state vector estimate may be represented by \( \hat{x}(t) \), which in some embodiments, is a function of handwheel position \((x_{hw})\), handwheel velocity \((\dot{x}_{hw})\), motor position \((x_{mot})\), motor velocity \((\dot{x}_{mot})\), rack position \((x_{am})\), rack velocity \((\dot{x}_{am})\), and driver torque \((T_{dr})\).

\[ \dot{\hat{x}}(t) = A \hat{x}(t) + B u(t) + E(t) \]

(Equation 3)

The extended state vector estimate is sent to a sensor estimation module 69, which uses the extended state vector estimate to calculate the estimated output vector. In some embodiments, the sensor estimation module 69 selectively filters the extended state vector estimate. Thus, the signals of the estimated output vector may correspond to the signals of the output vector. In some embodiments, the sensor estimation module 69 applies a selection matrix to reduce the extended state vector estimate to the estimated output vector.

The extended state vector estimate approaches the actual state vector. In some embodiments, the extended state vector estimate is modified by a fixed gain value by a gain module 72, to generate an estimated driver torque.

As noted above, the estimated output vector may represent an estimated t-bar torque, an estimated motor position, and an estimated motor velocity. However, it is further contemplated and understood that the error module may receive an estimated output vector and an output vector that include other EPS signals.

Referring to FIG. 4, the estimated driver torque produced by the driver torque estimation module 60 may be used to replace the handwheel torque as an input to the controller 410. The replacement of the handwheel torque with the estimated driver torque can produce faster return performance. Specifically, a handwheel torque dependent scaling module 409 of the controller 410 may receive an estimated driver torque signal 426 instead of a torque signal from a torsion bar sensor. Accordingly, an additional torque is not needed to acquire the torque data required by the handwheel torque dependent scaling module 409.

In particular, inputs to the controller 410 of the control module 50 (FIG. 1) can be generated from the sensors 30-34 (FIG. 1) of the vehicle, can be modeled, and/or can be predefined. In this example, the controller 410 includes a handwheel return module 408, a handwheel torque dependent scaling module 409, a scaled return command module 414 and a table datastore 414 as shown in FIG. 4.

The handwheel return module 408 receives as input vehicle speed 420 and handwheel angle 422. The handwheel angle 422 may be, for example, an angular position of the handwheel relative to the center position of the handwheel. The handwheel return module 408 determines a return command 424 based on the vehicle speed 420 and the handwheel angle 422. In various embodiments, the handwheel return module 408 determines the return command 424 using one or more handwheel return lookup tables 425. The lookup tables 425 can be indexed by the vehicle speed 420 and/or the handwheel angle 422. The lookup tables 425 can be stored in and accessed from the table datastore 414.

In one example, the handwheel return module 408 is associated with nine return tables 425. A vehicle speed 420 is defined for each of the nine return tables. A return curve is defined by the data points in the nine return tables. For example, each of the nine return curves is composed of sixteen data points. The data points are defined by the axis, where the axis is defined by handwheel angle 422. In one example, the handwheel angle 422 can range from zero to nine-hundred degrees. In various embodiments, the axis can be selectable. In various embodiments, all return curves share a common axis. As can be appreciated, the data of the return curves can be increasing or decreasing. The speed
defined for curve zero can be used as a return speed breakpoint (e.g., return command is ramped to zero below the breakpoint speed).

As shown in FIG. 5, the estimated driver torque calculated by the driver torque estimation module 60 (FIG. 2) can be transmitted to a blending table 502. FIG. 5 illustrates the controlled velocity return function of the disclosure in more detail. In addition, the driver torque estimation module 60 can be included in the blending table to assist in the creation of a blending factor. The blending table 502 creates a blending factor based on the vehicle speed and estimated driver torque.

The blending strategy described in FIG. 5 further includes a handwheel velocity lookup table 503 that creates a handwheel velocity reference signal as a function of the handwheel position and vehicle speed. The handwheel velocity reference signal is compared with the ramped handwheel velocity and output to a PID control 504. The PID control 504 evaluates the output, and generates a return torque. The return torque is multiplied by the blending factor at multiplier 506 to generate a return command. The return command is added to an assist command at adder 508, which is a function of assist torque, a damping value, and any other EPS signals summed at summation block 510. A final motor command is generated by combining the assist command with the return command. As shown, the system described in FIG. 5 is applicable to a controlled velocity return function, which requires a steering wheel to return to a center position at a pre-defined velocity when the driver's hands are not present on the steering wheel. The EPS determines that a driver's hands are no longer present on the wheel, and generates a motor torque to assist the return of the wheel to a center position. The absence of a driver's hands on the wheel is detected slower than desired when using a t-bar torque. This is because of a time lag between the actual hands-off wheel event, and the decrease of the t-bar torque to zero value. The t-bar torque is affected not only by driver torque but also handwheel inertia, damping, and other forces and assemblies in communication with the EPS. Following a hands off wheel event, driver torque typically decreases to a zero value much more quickly than a t-bar torque. Thus, the driver torque can be used in one embodiment to responsively enable an assist torque. This allows a steering wheel to return to a center position after a minimal unassisted time interval. The implementation of the driver torque estimation module in a blending table to enable a smooth return of the handwheel to a center position.

Referring now to FIG. 6, a dataflow diagram illustrates an embodiment of a submodule of the control module 50 (FIG. 1) used to control a steering system in an advanced driver assistance system. The driver torque estimation module 60 can also be implemented in a fully autonomous or other semi-autonomous vehicle system. The driver torque estimation module 60 generates an estimated driver torque signal, which is sent to blend lookup table 602. The blend lookup table 602 uses the estimated driver torque signal to produce a scalar blend value. This scalar blend value is multiplied with the torque scalar blend value produced by a torque scalar lookup table 604. A t-bar torque measured by torque sensor is used by table 604 to produce the torque scalar blend value. The scalar multiplier is multiplied with a lane keeping command 620 at junction 621 to generate a lane keeping torque command. A limiter 622 clamps the magnitude of the lane keeping torque command. The lane keeping torque command is added to a vehicle steering motor torque command 623, to generate a composite motor command 624. A second limiter 626 clamps the composite motor command 624 to generate a final motor command 628.

Referring to FIG. 7, the estimated driver torque generated by the driver torque estimation module 60 can be applied to a hands-off wheel detection module 700. In operation, the estimated driver torque 780 is filtered and processed by the hands off wheel detection module 700. The hands off wheel detection module 700 further analyzes the vehicle speed sent from a vehicle speed sensor. A series of timer and threshold detectors are applied by the hands off wheel detection module 700 to generate a torque assist signal.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a hands-off wheel calculation module 700 of the control module 50 (FIG. 1). The hands off wheel calculation module 700 illustrates one approach for determining a hands off wheel (HOW) condition. In the embodiment as shown, the hands off wheel calculation module 700 includes a notch filter 770 (also referred to as a hand-stop filter), an envelope detector 772, a HOW state detector 774, and a torque assist generation module 776.

The hands off wheel calculation module 700 receives an estimated driver torque signal 780 from the driver estimation module 60 (FIG. 2) instead of a torque signal from a torque sensor located in a vicinity of a handwheel. Accordingly, a signal indicative of the amount of torque exerted on a handwheel is not required by the hands off wheel calculation module 700. The notch filter 770 receives the estimated driver torque 780 as an input. The notch filter 770 may be any type of filtering device configured to remove or attenuate a band or range of frequencies in the estimated driver torque 780 that represent a normal column mode frequency, and produces as output a filtered estimated driver torque signal 784. The normal column mode frequency represents the vibrational modes that a handwheel and a steering shaft operate within, if a driver has not placed his or her hands on the handwheel (e.g., a hands off wheel condition). As will be further described herein, hands off wheel calculation module 700 contemplates that the hands off wheel condition exists if the HOW condition is not detected. For example, in one embodiment, the normal column mode frequency may range from about 8 Hertz to about 15 Hertz. The normal column mode may be adjusted based on the type of torque sensor that is provided (e.g., a compliant torque sensor versus a non-compliant torque sensor). The filtered estimated driver torque signal 784 is then sent to the envelope detector 772.

The envelope detector 772 determines an envelope of the filtered estimated driver torque signal 784, and produces a HOW detection signal 788 as output. The HOW detection signal 788 represents the envelope E of the filtered estimated driver torque signal 784 at a given point in time. The envelope detector 772 may use any number of envelope detection approaches to determine the HOW detection signal 788. For example, in software-based approach the envelope detector 772 passes the filtered estimated driver torque signal 784 to a low pass filter (not illustrated), and then determines an absolute value of the filtered estimated driver torque signal 784. The HOW detection signal 788 is then sent to the HOW state detector 774.

The HOW state detector 774 monitors the HOW detection signal 788 and determines if the HOW condition exists based on comparing the value of the HOW detection signal 788 with a threshold torque value over a predetermined time interval. If the HOW condition is determined to exist, then a HOW Low signal 7110 is generated by the HOW state detector 774 and sent to the torque assist generation module 776. In one embodiment, the HOW state detector 774 may determine the level of force a driver may have on the hand
wheel. For example, a HOW medium signal 7112 indicates a relatively moderate level of force, and a HOW high signal 7114 indicates a relatively high level of force. If the state detector 774 does not send either the HOW low signal 7110, the HOW medium signal 7112, or the HOW high signal 7114 to the torque assist generation module 776, then the hands-off wheel condition exists. In the exemplary embodiment as shown in FIG. 7, the HOW state detector 774 includes an ON/OFF sub-module 7104, a medium sub-module 7106, and a high sub-module 7108. The ON/OFF sub-module 704 is used to generate the HOW low signal 7110, the medium sub-module 7106 is used to determine the HOW medium signal 7112, and the high sub-module 7108 is used to generate the HOW high signal 7114. As the level of force estimated as being exerted by a driver increases (e.g., a relatively moderate level of force indicated by the HOW medium signal 7112, or a relatively high level of force indicated by the HOW high signal 7114), the driver estimation module 60 may predict with a higher confidence level that the HOW condition actually exists. For example, the HOW medium signal 7112 indicates the HOW condition exists with relatively more certainty or confidence when compared to the HOW low signal 7110.

In the embodiment as shown in FIG. 7, six threshold torque values $T_i$ are used by the HOW state detector 774, however it is to be understood that any other number of threshold torque values may be used as well. The ON/OFF sub-module 7104 includes an OFF threshold value 790 and an ON threshold value 792. The OFF threshold value 790 indicates a driver does not have his or her hands on the hand wheel, and the ON threshold value 792 indicates a driver has his or her hands on the hand wheel. The medium sub-module 7106 includes a Medium Threshold OFF value 794 and a Medium Threshold ON value 796. The Medium Threshold OFF value 794 and the Medium Threshold ON value 796 are indicative of a moderate level of force by a driver on the hand wheel. The high sub-module 7108 includes a High Threshold OFF value 798 and a High Threshold ON value 7100. The High Threshold OFF value 798 and the High Threshold ON value 7100 are indicative of a high level of force by a driver on the hand wheel. In one exemplary embodiment, the OFF threshold value 790 is about 0.175 Nm, the ON threshold value 792 is about 0.7 Nm, the Medium Threshold OFF value 794 is about 0.8 Nm, the Medium Threshold ON value 796 is about 1.0 Nm, the High Threshold OFF value 798 is about 1.1 Nm, and the High Threshold ON value 7100 is about 1.5 Nm, however it is to be understood that other torque values may be used as well.

In one embodiment, the threshold torque values $T_i$ may be adjusted based on the speed of the vehicle. The speed of the vehicle is monitored by the vehicle speed sensor. The driver estimation module 60 receives as input a vehicle speed signal 7120 from the vehicle speed sensor. The vehicle speed signal 7120 is sent to a lookup table 7122. The lookup table 7122 is used to determine modified torque threshold values $T_i$ based on the vehicle speed signal 7120. The modified torque threshold values $T_i$ are then sent to the HOW state detector 774. Specifically, the modified torque threshold values $T_i$ include an OFF threshold value 790, an ON threshold value 792, a Medium Threshold OFF value 794, a Medium Threshold ON value 796, a High Threshold OFF value 798, and a High Threshold ON value 7100. The modified torque threshold values $T_i$ may be used in place of the torque threshold values $T_i$ by the state detector 774.

A first timer T1 and a second timer T2 are provided for each of the ON/OFF sub-module 7104, the medium sub-module 7106, and the high sub-module 7108. Specifically, the ON/OFF sub-module 7104 is in communication with a first timer T1 and a second timer T2, the medium sub-module 7106 is in communication with a medium first timer T1 and a medium second timer T2, and the high sub-module 7108 is in communication with a high first timer T1 and a high second timer T2.

The ON/OFF sub-module 7104 of the HOW state detector 774 monitors the HOW detection signal 788 until the ON/OFF sub-module 7104 determines that the HOW detection signal 788 is greater than the ON threshold value 792. Upon determining that the HOW detection signal 788 exceeds the ON threshold value 792, the ON/OFF sub-module 7104 sends a start timer signal 7130 to both the first timer T1 and the second timer T2. The first timer T1 is configured to count up from a first interval of time when receiving of the start timer signal 7130, and the second timer T2 is configured to count up from a second interval of time when receiving of the start timer signal 7130. The first interval of time and the second interval of time are calibratable values that may be adjusted based on the type of application. In one embodiment, the first interval of time of the first timer T1 is less than the second interval of time of the second timer T2. The ON/OFF sub-module 7104 continues to monitor the HOW detection signal 788 as the first timer T1 counts up from the first interval of time. It should be noted that the first timer T1 and the second timer T2, the medium first timer T1, the medium second timer T2, the high first timer T1 and the high second timer T2 each run concurrently with one another.

The first timer T1 sends a Timer 1 expired signal 7134 to the ON/OFF sub-module 7104 once the first interval of time has expired. Once the Timer 1 expired signal 7134 is received by the ON/OFF sub-module 7104, then the ON/OFF sub-module 7104 determines if the HOW detection signal 788 has remained above the ON threshold value 792 during the first interval of time. If the HOW detection signal 788 has remained above the ON threshold value 792 during the first interval of time, then the HOW condition exists. The state detector 774 is set to a HOW = 1 state (e.g., a HOW On state exists), and the ON/OFF sub-module 7104 generates the HOW low signal 7110. The ON/OFF sub-module 7104 may also send a reset signal 7132 to the first timer T1 and the second timer T2. The reset signal 7132 initializes the first timer T1 back to time=0. The reset signal 7132 causes the second timer T2 to cease counting up, and initializes the second timer T2 back to time=0.

If the HOW detection signal 788 does not remain above the ON threshold value 792 during the first interval of time and the reset signal 7132 is not sent, the second timer T2 may continue to count up until the second interval of time has lapsed, and a Timer 2 expired signal 7136 is then sent to the ON/OFF sub-module 7104. Once the Timer 2 expired signal 7136 is received by the ON/OFF module 7104, then the ON/OFF sub-module 7104 determines if the HOW detection signal 788 has remained below the OFF threshold value 790 during the second interval of time. If the HOW detection signal 788 has remained below the OFF threshold value 790 during the second interval of time, then the HOW condition does not exist. The ON/OFF sub-module 7104 may then send the reset signal 7132 to initialize the first timer T1 and the second timer T2.

A similar approach may be used to generate the HOW medium signal 7112 by the medium sub-module 7106. The medium sub-module 7106 may monitor the HOW detection signal 788. Upon determining the HOW detection signal 788 is greater than the Medium threshold ON value 796, the medium sub-module 7106 sends a start timer signal 7140 to
both the medium first timer T1 and the medium second timer T2. The medium sub-module 7106 continues to monitor the HOW detection signal 788 as the first timer T1 counts up from the first interval of time.

The medium first timer T1 sends a Timer 1 expired signal 7144 to the medium sub-module 7106 once the first interval of time has expired. Once the Timer 1 expired signal 7144 is received by the medium sub-module 7106, then the medium sub-module 7106 determines if the HOW detection signal 788 has remained below the Medium threshold value 796 during the first interval of time. If the HOW detection signal 788 has remained above the Medium threshold ON value 796 during the first interval of time, then the HOW condition exists. The state detector 774 is set to a HOW Medium state and generates the HOW Medium signal 7112. The medium sub-module 7106 may also send a reset signal 7142 to the medium first timer T1 and the medium second timer T2.

If the HOW detection signal 788 does not remain above the Medium threshold ON value 796 during the first interval of time and the reset signal 7142 is not sent, the medium second timer T2 may continue to count up until the second interval of time has lapsed, and a Timer 2 expired signal 7146 is then sent to the medium sub-module 7106. Once the Timer 2 expired signal 7146 is received by the medium sub-module 7106, then the medium sub-module 7106 determines if the HOW detection signal 788 has remained below the Medium threshold OFF value 794 during the second interval of time. If the HOW detection signal 788 has remained below the Medium threshold OFF value 794 during the second interval of time, then the HOW condition does not exist. The medium sub-module 7106 may then send the reset signal 7142 to initialize the medium first timer T1 and the medium second timer T2.

A similar approach may be used to generate the HOW high signal 7114 by using the high sub-module 7108. The high sub-module 7108 monitors the HOW detection signal 788, and upon determining the HOW detection signal 788 is greater than the High threshold ON value 7100, the high sub-module 7108 sends a start timer signal 7150 to both the high first timer T1 and the high second timer T2. The high sub-module 7108 continues to monitor the HOW detection signal 788 as the high first timer T1 counts up from the first interval of time.

The high first timer T1 sends a Timer 1 expired signal 7154 to the high sub-module 7106 once the first interval of time has expired. Once the Timer 1 expired signal 7154 is received by the high sub-module 7108, then the high sub-module 7108 determines if the HOW detection signal 788 has remained above the High threshold ON value 7100 during the first interval of time. If the HOW detection signal 788 has remained above the High threshold ON value 7100 during the first interval of time, then the HOW High condition exists. The state detector 774 is set to a HOW High state and generates the HOW High signal 7114. The high sub-module 7108 may also send a reset signal 7152 to the high first timer T1 and the high second timer T2.

If the HOW detection signal 788 does not remain above the High threshold ON value 7100 during the first interval of time and the reset signal 7152 is not sent, the second timer T2 may continue to count up until the second interval of time has lapsed, and a Timer 2 expired signal 7156 is then sent to the high sub-module 7108. Once the Timer 2 expired signal 7156 is received by the high sub-module 7108, then the high sub-module 7108 determines if the HOW detection signal 788 has remained below the High threshold OFF value 798 during the second interval of time. If the HOW detection signal 788 has remained below the High threshold OFF value 798 during the second interval of time, then the HOW condition does not exist, and the state detector 774 is not set to the HOW High state. The high sub-module 7108 may then send the reset signal 7152 to initialize the high first timer T1 and the high second timer T2.

The torque assist generation module 776 receives as input the HOW low signal 7110, the HOW Medium signal 7112, or the HOW high signal 7114 from the HOW state detector 774. The torque assist generation module 776 selectively generates the torque assist command Tassist to create torque nudges in the hand wheel while a lane monitoring system is in assist mode. Specifically, the torque assist generation module 776 may only generate the torque assist command Tassist in assist mode if one of the HOW low signal 7110, the HOW Medium signal 7112, or the HOW high signal 7114 is received from the HOW state detector 774. The torque assist generation module 776 may adjust the value of the torque assist command Tassist based on if the HOW low signal 7110, the HOW Medium signal 7112, or the HOW high signal 7114 is received. Specifically, the torque assist command Tassist increases as the level of force exerted on the hand wheel 734 increases. For example, if the HOW high signal 7114 is received, then torque assist command Tassist generated may be greater than if the HOW low signal 7110 was received. The HOW low signal 7110, the HOW Medium signal 7112, or the HOW high signal 7114 from the HOW state detector 774 may also be provided to a lane monitoring system, where the lane monitoring system may not switch from the assist mode to the autonomous mode unless the HOW condition exists (e.g., either the HOW low signal 7110, the HOW Medium signal 7112, or the HOW high signal 7114 is sent by the state detector 774).

FIG. 8 illustrates a dataflow diagram of the torque assist generation module 776 in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure.

In operation, the torque assist generation module 776 receives a HOW Low command, a HOW Med command, and a HOW High command. The HOW Low command, HOW Med command, and HOW High command are each multiplied by respective gain modules 802, 804 and 806. In one embodiment, gain module 802 multiplies HOW Low command by a value of 0.1, gain module 804 multiplies HOW Med command by a value of 0.3, and gain module 806 multiplies HOW High command by a value of 0.6. The outputs of gain modules 802, 804 and 806 are sent to adder 808, where the outputs are summed, and the sum of the adder 808 is sent to a rate limiter 810 that limits a rate of increase or decrease. The output of the rate limiter 810 is sent to saturation block 812, where a value of 0 to 1 is computed based on the value output from the rate limiter 810. A lane centering command is multiplied with the value output by the saturation block 812 at the product block 814. The product produced by the product block 814 is sent to the saturation limiter 816 to limit a saturation value produced by the product block 814. The output of the saturation limiter is then sent to an adder 818, where the output of the saturation limiter 816 is summed with a vehicle steering motor torque command. The output of the adder 818 is subjected to a second saturation limiter 820, which outputs the Tassist command.

FIG. 9 illustrates controlled velocity return module 1400, which may be included in the control module 50 (FIG. 1) of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 9, the estimated driver torque can be transmitted to a blending module 1402. The blending module 1402 outputs a blending factor that can selectively modify a return command produced at multiplier
The blending factor can be determined based on at least one of the vehicle speed, estimated driver torque, handwheel velocity, handwheel position and a target velocity. The blending factor is a scaled value that can change as a function of estimated driver torque, a torque gradient, and a desired velocity error. The blending factor can reduce the inappropriate application of the return torque while improving steering feel, without the need for an additional sensor in the steering assembly to measure driver torque.

The controlled velocity return module 1400 may include a handwheel velocity lookup table 1404 that creates a handwheel velocity reference signal as a function of the handwheel position and vehicle speed. The handwheel velocity reference signal is compared with the measured handwheel velocity and output to a PID control 1406. The PID control 1406 evaluates the output, and generates a return torque. The return torque is multiplied by the blending factor at multiplier 1403 to generate a return command. The return command is added to an assist command at adder 1412, which is a function of assist torque, a damping value, and any other EPS signals summed at summation block 1410. A final motor command is generated by combining the assist command with the return command at adder 1412. As shown, the system described in FIG. 9 is applicable to a controlled velocity return function, which requires a steering wheel to return to a center position at a pre-defined velocity when the driver’s hands are not present on the steering wheel. The EPS determines that a driver’s hands are no longer present on the wheel, and generates a motor torque to assist the return of the wheel to a center position. The absence of a driver’s hands on the wheel is detected slower than desired when using t-bar torque because of a time lag between the actual hands-off wheel event, and the decrease of the t-bar torque to a zero value. The t-bar torque is affected not only by driver torque but also handwheel inertia, damping, and other forces and assemblies in communication with the EPS. Following a hands off wheel event, driver torque typically decreases to a zero value more quickly than a t-bar torque. Thus, the driver torque can be used in one embodiment to responsively enable an assist torque. This allows a steering wheel to return to a center position after a minimal unassisted time interval.

FIG. 10 illustrates the blending module 1402 in accordance with some embodiments. The blending module 1402 may comprise a torque scale factor module 1502, a torque gradient scale module 1504 and a velocity error scale module 1506. The blending module 1402 further includes a derivative block 1508 and a desired velocity error calculation block 1510.

The torque scale factor module 1502 determines a torque scale factor as a function of the estimated driver torque and vehicle speed. In FIG. 10, driver torque or handwheel torque may be used in place of estimated driver torque. While estimated driver torque is shown in FIG. 10, it should be understood that measured handwheel torque may also be used as an alternative. The torque scale factor module 1502 can use a plurality of threshold values to determine a magnitude of the torque scale factor. For estimated driver torque values that are below a full return torque threshold in magnitude, the torque scale factor module 1502 may not reduce a magnitude of the torque scale factor, and for estimated driver torque values that exceed a zero return torque threshold, the torque scale factor module 1502 may reduce magnitude of the torque scale factor to a value of zero. For estimated driver torque values that fall between the full return torque threshold and the zero return torque threshold, the torque scale factor module 1502 may reduce the torque scale factor proportionally as the estimated driver torque increases in magnitude. The increase in estimated driver torque generally corresponds to increased driver control of the handwheel. Thus, the torque scale factor is reduced as driver control is increased, according to the requisite thresholds described above.

The torque gradient scale module 1504 computes a torque gradient scale factor based on a derivative of the estimated driver torque and a vehicle speed. The derivative of the estimated driver torque is calculated and output by derivative block 1508. The derivative value represents a torque gradient (e.g. rate of change of driver torque). The torque gradient scale module 1504 may selectively reduce the torque gradient scale factor based on the derivative of the estimated driver torque (torque gradient). In some embodiments, similar to the torque scale factor module 1502, the torque gradient scale module 1504 may set a plurality of thresholds to reduce the torque gradient scale factor as a function of increased torque gradient magnitude. A torque gradient magnitude exceeding set threshold values may be indicative of driver intervention with the handwheel. By reducing the torque gradient scale factor as the torque gradient increases, inappropriate application of the return torque can be avoided, increasing steering feel and responsiveness for the driver.

As an example, for torque gradient values that are lesser in magnitude than a full torque gradient threshold, the torque gradient scale module 1504 may not reduce a magnitude of the torque gradient scale factor, and for torque gradient values that exceed a zero torque gradient threshold, the torque gradient scale module 1504 may reduce magnitude of the torque gradient scale factor to a value of zero. For torque gradient values that fall between the full torque gradient threshold and the zero torque gradient threshold, the torque gradient scale module 1504 may reduce the torque gradient scale factor proportionally as the torque gradient increases in magnitude.

The velocity error scale module 1506 outputs a velocity error scale factor as a function of a velocity error and handwheel position (e.g. handwheel angle). In some embodiments, the velocity error is calculated by obtaining a difference of a magnitude of handwheel velocity and a magnitude of a target velocity. The velocity error scale module 1506 may selectively reduce the velocity error scale factor output by the velocity error scale module 1506 as a function of the velocity error and handwheel position.

In some embodiments, the velocity error scale module 1506 may set a plurality of thresholds to assist in the calculation of the velocity error scale factor. Based in part on these thresholds, the velocity error scale factor may be modified as a function of the velocity error and the handwheel position. These thresholds may be indicative of driver intervention with the handwheel at on-center areas. By reducing the velocity error scale factor as the velocity error and handwheel position are within set ranges, undesired return torque can be scaled down, resulting in less driver resistance and smoother steering effort for on-center steering maneuvers.

Specifically, in some embodiments, the velocity error scale module 1506 may set upper and lower velocity error thresholds, and upper and lower handwheel position thresholds. In operation, the velocity error scale module 1506 may not reduce a value of the velocity error scale factor for velocity error values that fall outside the upper and lower velocity thresholds and/or the upper and lower handwheel position thresholds (e.g. for velocity error values that are lesser in magnitude than the velocity error lower threshold...
or greater in magnitude than a velocity error upper threshold, or for handwheel position values that are lesser in magnitude than a handwheel position lower threshold or greater in magnitude than a handwheel position upper threshold). Accordingly, the magnitude of the velocity error scale factor may be unity due to the absence of reduction by the velocity error scale module 1506.

For velocity error values that fall within the velocity error upper and lower threshold values and/or the handwheel position upper and lower threshold values, the velocity error scale factor may be reduced. The plot shown within the velocity error scale module 1506 illustrates velocity error scale factor values as a function of velocity error and handwheel position. Although velocity error scale factor values are shown for three handwheel positions, the velocity error scale module 1506 is not limited to any number of handwheel positions or combinations of handwheel positions and velocity error values. Furthermore, the velocity error scale module 1506 may include a plurality of sub-thresholds that further refine or limit the magnitude of a reduction of the velocity error scale factor.

The torque scale factor, torque gradient scale factor, and the velocity error scale factor are sent to multiplier 1512 of blending module 1402. Multiplier 1512 creates a blending factor that is a function of the scale factors discussed above. As shown in FIG. 9, the blending factor is further combined with the return torque to generate a return command that may be modified by the torque gradient and/or the velocity error scale factor.

As shown in FIG. 11, the torque gradient scale module 1504 and the derivative block 1508 (FIG. 10) may be implemented within a controller 1610 disclosed in U.S. 2010/0286869, which is herein incorporated by reference, to improve performance. A hand wheel torque dependent scaling module 1609 of the controller 1610 may receive an estimated driver torque signal 1626 instead of a torque signal from torsion bar sensor, and output a handwheel torque dependent scale factor to multiplier 1627. The hand wheel torque dependent scaling module 1609 outputs a handwheel torque dependent scale factor 1628 that is blended at multiplier 1627 with the torque gradient dependent scale factor output by torque gradient scale module 1504. The multiplier 1627 outputs a blend value that improves system performance. Also, since an estimated driver torque is used, an additional torque sensor is not needed to acquire the torque data required by the controller 1610.

In particular, inputs to the controller 1610 of the control module 50 (FIG. 1) can be generated from the sensors 30-34 (FIG. 1) of the vehicle, can be modeled, and/or can be predefined. In this example, the controller 1610 includes a hand wheel return module 1608, a hand wheel scale dependent scaling module 1609, a scaled return command module 1612, and a table datastore 1614, as shown in FIG. 11.

The hand wheel return module 1608 receives as input vehicle speed 1620 and hand angle 1622. The hand wheel angle 1622 may be, for example, an angular position of the hand wheel relative to the center position of the hand wheel. The hand wheel return module 1608 determines a return command 1624 based on the vehicle speed 1620 and the hand wheel angle 1622. In various embodiments, the hand wheel return module 1608 determines the return command 1624 using one or more hand wheel return lookup tables 1625. The lookup tables 1625 can be indexed by the vehicle speed 1620 and/or the hand wheel angle 1622. The lookup tables 1625 can be stored in and accessed from the table datastore 1614.

While the invention has been described in detail in connection with only a limited number of embodiments, it should be readily understood that the invention is not limited to such disclosed embodiments. Rather, the invention can be modified to incorporate any number of variations, alterations, substitutions or equivalent arrangements not heretofore described, but which are commensurate with the spirit and scope of the invention. Additionally, while various embodiments of the invention have been described, it is to be understood that aspects of the invention may include only some of the described embodiments. Accordingly, the invention is not to be seen as limited by the foregoing description.

Having thus described the invention, it is claimed:

1. A power steering system comprising:
   a gain module that generates an estimated driver torque; and
   a blending module for determining a blend value, the blend value is based at least in part on a derivative of the estimated driver torque, the blend value determined based on a multiplication of a torque scale factor, a torque gradient scale factor calculated from the derivative of the estimated driver torque, and a velocity error scale factor, and the blend value is applied to a return torque of a handwheel.

2. The system of claim 1, the blending module comprises a torque scale factor module that determines a torque scale factor based on the estimated driver torque and a vehicle speed.

3. The system of claim 1, the blending module comprises a torque gradient scale module that computes a torque gradient scale factor, the torque gradient scale factor is computed based on the derivative of the estimated driver torque and a vehicle speed.

4. The system of claim 3, the torque gradient scale factor is calculated by combining the derivative of the estimated driver torque with a plurality of threshold values.

5. The system of claim 4, the plurality of threshold values includes a full torque gradient threshold and a zero torque gradient threshold, the torque gradient scale factor is configured to reduce the return torque for derivative that exceeds the full torque gradient threshold, the derivative of the estimated driver torque indicates a rate of change of the estimated driver torque.

6. The system of claim 1, the blending module comprises a velocity error scale module that determines a velocity error scale factor, the velocity error scale factor is calculated based at least in part on a velocity error and a handwheel position, the velocity error is represented by a difference of a first magnitude of handwheel velocity and a second magnitude of target velocity.

7. The system of claim 6, the velocity error scale factor is calculated by velocity error thresholds and handwheel position thresholds, the velocity error scale factor is reduced for a velocity error that falls between the velocity error thresholds, the velocity error scale factor is further reduced as a function of handwheel position, wherein reducing the velocity error scale factor reduces a return torque.

8. A method for controlling a power steering system comprising:
   generating an estimated driver torque; and
   determining a blend value, the blend value is based at least in part on a derivative of the estimated driver torque, the blend value determined based on a multiplication of a torque scale factor, a torque gradient scale factor calculated from the derivative of the estimated.
driver torque, and a velocity error scale factor, and the blend value is applied to a return torque of a handwheel.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising determining a torque scale factor based on the estimated driver torque and a vehicle speed.

10. A method for controlling a power steering system comprising:
generating an estimated driver torque;
determining a blend value, the blend value is based at least in part on a derivative of the estimated driver torque, the blend value is applied to a return torque of a handwheel; and
computing a torque gradient scale factor, the torque gradient scale factor is computed based on the derivative of the estimated driver torque and a vehicle speed, the torque gradient scale factor is based on a comparison of the torque gradient scale factor with a plurality of threshold values, the plurality of threshold values comprises a full torque gradient threshold and a zero torque gradient threshold, the torque gradient scale factor is configured to reduce the return torque for derivative that exceeds the full torque gradient threshold, the derivative of the estimated driver torque indicates a rate of change of driver torque.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising determining a velocity error scale factor, the velocity error scale factor is calculated based at least in part on a velocity error and a handwheel position, the velocity error is represented by a difference of a first magnitude of handwheel velocity and a second magnitude of target velocity.

12. The method of claim 11, the velocity error scale factor is calculated based on velocity error thresholds and handwheel position thresholds, the velocity error scale factor is reduced when the velocity error falls between the velocity error thresholds, the velocity error scale factor is further reduced as a function of handwheel position, wherein reducing the velocity error scale factor reduces a return torque.

13. A power steering system comprising:
a gain module that generates an estimated driver torque; and
a blending module for determining a blend value, the blend value is based at least in part on a derivative of the estimated driver torque by a multiplication of a torque gradient scale factor calculated from a derivative of the estimated driver torque, a torque scale factor, and a velocity error scale factor, the blend value is applied to a return torque of a handwheel.

14. The system of claim 13, the blending module comprises a torque scale factor module that determines a torque scale factor based on the estimated driver torque and a vehicle speed.

15. The system of claim 13, the blending module comprises a torque gradient scale module that computes a torque gradient scale factor, the torque gradient scale factor is computed based on the derivative of the estimated driver torque and a vehicle speed.

16. The system of claim 15, the torque gradient scale factor is calculated by comparing the derivative of the estimated driver torque with a plurality of threshold values, wherein the plurality of threshold values includes a full torque gradient threshold and a zero torque gradient threshold, the torque gradient scale factor is configured to reduce the return torque for derivative that exceeds the full torque gradient threshold, the derivative of the estimated driver torque indicates a rate of change of the estimated driver torque.

17. The system of claim 13, the blending module comprises a velocity error scale module that determines a velocity error scale factor, the velocity error scale factor is calculated based at least in part on a velocity error and a handwheel position, the velocity error is represented by a difference of a first magnitude of handwheel velocity and a second magnitude of target velocity.

* * * * *